
Golf Club Forest Hills, “Victory Day” Tournament, 8th of May, 2015 

Information sheet: 

1. Welcome speech at 12:30 in front of the Club House area. Picture of all golfers before the start 

2. Shot-gun start at 13:00 

3. Individual StableFord, 18 holes 

4. Men play from Blue tees, Ladies from red. Junior ladies from Red and junior men from white. 

5. All scorecards have to be returned to the Golf Center to Anton or Konstantin before 19:00. No return or 
scorecards returned after 19:00 will be voided and won’t be included into the final results. 

6. Due to StableFord format, please remember that speed of play if crucial. Therefore please pick up the ball if 
you made more than 4 shots for 36 handicap. For par-3 there should be no results like 7, on par-5 there 
should be no results higher than 8.  

7. Remember to use DROP-ZONE at the beginning of the fairway on hole #7 and #17 to speed up play if you 
hit into the hazard from the tee. 

8. Prizes for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd place in one group (men and ladies) 0-36 HCP 

9. Closest to the pin on 6th hole for Men and Ladies  

10. Longest Driver on 13th hole for Men and Ladies 

We wish you a good round and great results during the “VICTORY DAY”!!! 
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